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The ideal elastic-plastic and locking-contact behaviour of structures can be handled in 
a unified manner on the basis of the total duality between the two unilateral phenomena. 

The relating variational inequality problems lead to mathematical programming 
problems. 

The mathematical programming problems relating to the finite element realization of 
the state change analysis of structures with general unilateral plastic-locking connections is 
presented here. 

Introduction 

The numerical analy;::is of structures with unilateral connections repre
senting the locking-contacting or plastic behaviour leads to mathematical 
programming problems. The elements of a body or structure whose stresses or 
strains or their combinations are governed by prescrihed inequality conditions 
are termed conditional, sub differential or unilateral joints. As typical unilate
ral connections, during a loading process, contacts develop (locking of gaps) 
01' points plastificate, causing the physical nonlinearity of the structure. The 
ideal elastic-plastic and locking-contact hehaviour of structures can he 
handled in a unified manner on the basis of the relating polygon-type mate
rial laws and the concerning nondifferentiahle but subdifferentiahle energy 
functionals and the relating variational principles modified by the sign-de
pcndent variahlcs of the inequality suhsidiary conditions. This variational 
inequality problems lead to mathematical programming prohlems in the case 
of a numerical approach like a finite element analysis presented here. 

Analysing the behaviour of the conditional joints [1, 2, 3, 4], it has he
come ohvious that similarly to the plastic property, also the locking-contact 
behaviour can he treated as a material characteristic [5, 6]. Consequently, the 
simultaneous elastic-plastic and locking-contact hehaviour can mathemati
cally he handled together [7]. On the hasis of the numerical approaches of 
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elasto-plastic analyses [8, 9, 10, n, 12] and unilateral contact problems 
[13, 14, 15, 16], by mathematical programming applications, a unified method 
has been developed to the case of the simultaneous presence of the dual phenom

ena mentioned above. 

I. State variables and inequality conditions of the finite 
element model 

Let a and e be the vectors of the stress and strain functions relating to a 
single finite element of volume V: 

aT - [axx axy ax: ay, .. ay: azzJ, 

eT - [exx exy ex: Cyy cyz e:z], 

in which the functions are e.g.: 

where x, y, z sign the global and ;, 1], , note the local coordinate system. 
Vector u contains the unknown displacement functions in the element volume 
V and v shows the given displacement functions on its surface SlI: 

We denote further the functions of the volume forces hy g: 

gT_[a a a] 
- ex cy C'z ~ 

while vector p represents the given forces Oll the surface S p and vector l' con
tains the unknown reaction forces on the surface S,,: 

All the mentioned vectors relate to the glohal system, e.g.: 

lIx = uAx, J, z), Vx = vAx, y, z), gx gx (x, y, ::;), 

Px Px(x, y, z), rx rAx, y, ::;). 

In the case of a state change analysis, the quasi-static velocities of these 
state variables will be used, marked hy a dot like U, cr, etc. 

The inequality conditions of the ideal unilateral connections of a single 
element are 

F Na 0, (1) 

relating to plastificating points and 

f = Me -!3 < 0 (2) 
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in the case of locking points, where vectors Cl. and !3 contain stress and strain 
type scalars, resp. 

Further we introduce the plastic and locking potential velocities in the 
form of 

F = No and f = l\i€, (3) 

which are positive by a loading process, zero by a plastic or a locking state 
and negative when unloading takes place. 

Hypermatrices NI and N contain all the gradients of the planes belong
ing to the plastic and locking polyhedrons illustrating the conditions 

F = 0 and f = 0 

relating to the node points of the element. For example the k-th element of 
hypermatrix N is 

n~6 
nk 

26 

k 
(4) 

ni6 

n~l n~2 n; J 
r6 

"where k represents the serial number of the nodal point and n1j is the j-th com
ponent of the unit normal vector n1 relating to the i-th plane of the six-dimen
sional convex polyhedron of T pieces of plane. Since the number of the nodal 
points of the element is p, the gradient hypermatrix N reads: . 

(5) 

The modified variational principles relating to the inequality subsidiary 
conditions (1), (2), (3) and the concerning sign-dependent state variables due 
to the simultaneous elastic-plastic-Iocking-contact behaviour has been pub
lished elsewhere [17, 18, 19, 20]. On the basis of the modified variational prin
ciples the relating mathematical programming formulaations have also been 
worked out. 

2. Finite element approximations '\"ith respect to the strains or 
stresses 

During the incremental process of a state change analysis, the rate of the 
state variable functions a, E, u, rand 0/, Ep have to be determined, where a/ 
contains the functions of the locking stresses and Ep gives the plastic strains. 
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Let us first approximate the displacement rate function, for example Ux 
by the linear combination of 

(6) 

related to an element of n nodal points if each of the elements has a kinematical 
degree of freedom m. Here qJJ are the hasis functions of the interpolation and 
eJx are the scalar values and the derivatives of the displacement function 
Zlx at the nodal points. The expression reads in a matrix form 

1.1 = CUe, (7) 

where CU contains the hasis functions. So the compatihility condition reads 

0, 

from which 

where D is a differential operator as follows 

DT 

f: 
0 () -

0 0 0 
ay 0Z 

a 0 0 

;J 0 

l 0 

ay ox az 

0 
a 

0 
0 

az oy 
and B = DCu is the so-called geometry matrix. 

Approximating the plastic strain rates Ep in the same way, we have 

• 1\,TTA' 
Ep = l~ • 

Let us remember to the definitions (4) and (5) ofN, we ohtain equivalently 

p r m. 
€p= ~ ~ ~Anij, m<6, 

k=l 1=1 j=l 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

consequently, we can regard the u~t vectors n;j as the hasis functions of the 

plastic strain rates and the values A as the relating nodal point scalars. 
For the formulation of the approximation of the stress functions a, we 

introduce an elastic and a locking part of the stresses hy the previously detailed 
way (7) and (10) 

(12) 

where CO" and IV£ contain the hasis functions and s and A represent the nodal 
point scalar values of the stress functions. So the equilihrium equation reads: 

TT DT(CaT S + 1lI* i..) + g = O. (12a) 
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3. IVfathematical programming formulation of plastic "' 
counections on the hasis of strain approximation 

Approximatingj the compatible strains by (9), the quasistatic velocity of 

the potential energy completed by the sign-dependent variable A. > 0 reads: 

(13) 

relating to a single finite element. Here K is the modified stiffness matrix: 

(14) 

in which H is the matrix of the Hooke's la"'\c 

HE (15) 

relating to the elastic 13ehaviour. Note that the matrix 

= fBTHBdV (16) 
If 

is the classical stiffness matrix of the displacement method, which has been 
extended to (14) due to the plastic conditions. Furthermore, <I contains the 
load conditions: 

.\,CTTgdV 
If 

JNHEOdV 
If 

in which Eo is the initial strain increasing by the same load parameter similarly 
to the concentrated force load <Io acting directly to the nodal points. T matrix 
transforms the global coordinate system to the local one. 

For: formulating)he mathematical programming problems, the variation
al proble~ of the potential energy (13) has to be reduced to the sign-depen

dent state variable A. only. From the first variation of functional (13) we 013-
tain the equilibrium condition of the element: 

(18) 

Since oe is arbitrary, from the first inequality of (18) we obtain an equation 
from which we have 

(19) 
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in term of A.. Substituting (19) to functional (13), we obtain the expression of 

the potential energy with respect to the sign-dependent state variable A. only: 

or in a simplified form 

where 

A= 

AT' 
H. a, 

a = ~ - Ki2Kii1ql' 

(20) 

(21) 

The minimum conditions of the functional (20) lead to the yariational 
inequalities 

(22) 

since matrix A is positive semidefinite. The first variation in (22) is equivalent 
to the flow law directly. Namely, taking into account expressions (3), (15), 
(9) and (19), (21), the plastic potential velocity is as follows: 

F = N a = NB€: = NB(Be - NT A) = 

NBB(-KiilKlZA + Kii1ql) - NHWA = 

= -(~ - Ki2Kii1K12)A - Ki2Kiil~ = --(AA - it). 

(23) 

Thus, changing the sign of the variational inequality (22), the stationarity 
principle of the potential energy in term of the sign-dependent plastic strain 

rates relates to the plastic potential velocities F directly: 

(24) 

Since A > 0 is a sign-dependent variable, the variation 01'1. of it has to be 

also sign-dependent. Namely if A = 0 then oA >- 0 because of the validity of 

A. + oA > O. But if A > 0 then oA may be arbitrary. The variational in

equality (24) says that oA and F have opposite sign unless they are zero. For 

example, if F = 0, then oA is arbitrary, indicating the always changing border 
~electing the ~lastic and elastic domains Vp and V - VP' respec.tively. And if 
F < 0, then 01'1. > 0, according to the plastic unloading, when A = O. But in 

elastic state, if F > 0, then oA can hardly be nODpositive because here A = O. 
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So the variational inequality (24.) relates only to the plastic domain Vp 
expressing that 

o and A. > 0 011 Vp. (25) 

Besides, the variational inequality (24) includes the complementary or ortho
gonality condition, as ·well: 

(26) 

No·w we give the primal-dual formulations of the quadratic programming problem 
of the above detailed extremum problem: 

{

I, . 
Ql: min _AT AA 

2 

{
I, 

Q9. m"v _ ·_AT _. C~_ ..... 

2 

·with the relating linear complementary problem 

0, F 

(27) 

a 0, A 

O}. (28) 

The primal problem Ql is the most general principle, hecause it relates 
to the entire domain V, prohlems Q2 and Le are limited to the plastic domain 

Vp' 
Problem Ql says that the velocity of the potential energy is minimized 

by the actual plastic strain rates Ep since 

3 

ATu =~ J~ .ATN(H - HBKiilBTH)NTAdV-
2 

If 

J ATNHEodV -'- .f ATNHB av (h 
If If 

If 

Problem Q2 represents a complementary energy principle as follows: 

-~ J ATN(H - HBKii1 BTH)NT AdV = 
2 

v 

BK-lBT . d T? . (. ) , 
]1 )csp.Y = =-Cc csp = max. 

(29) 

(30) 
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which says that the actual stress rates cl- p .{ue to the plastic strains, calculated 
on the basis of the elastic behaviour of the structure, make the velocity of the 
complementary energy maximal. 

Problem Le expresses that the actual non-negative plastic strain rates 
are always orthogonal to the non-positive plastic potential velocities. 

4. lllathematical programming formulation of locking connections 
on the hasis of stress approximation 

Approximating the stresses in equilibrium by (12), the quasi-static veloc
ity of the complementary energy completed by the sign-dependent variable 

A > 0 reads: 

nc(s,).) = - ~ [sT iT]. [L] 'l~] + [sT iT). [~ll 
2 A t2 

(31) 

relating to a single finite element. Here L is the modified flexibility matrix: 

L = J[CH-ICT 
V MH-IC 

(32) 

in which C = C<r contains the basis functions of the stresses. Note that the 
matrix 

Lu = JCH-ICT dV (33) 
v 

is the classical flexibility matrix of the force method, w-hich has been extcndcd 
to (32) due to the contact or locking conditions. Furthermore, we introduce 
the load vector 

(34) 

which contains only kinematical-type loads, where to acts directly to the nodal 
points, concentratedly. 

For the mathematical programming formulation we have to eliminate 
the non sign-dependent variables from the functional (31). From the first 
variation of (31), we obtain the compatibility condition of the element: 

[OST oAT) '(- [Lu L12]l~] + I ~lJJ < 0 
l L.21 L22 J.. . . t z 

(35) 

Since os is arbitrary, from the first inequality of (35) we obtain an equation 
from which we have 

. - L-IL'; I L-1t' s - - 11 121\ T 11 1 (36) 
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in term of i. Substituting (36) to functional (31), we obtain the complementary 

energy vith respect to the sign-dependent state variable i only: 

or in a simplified form 

(37) 

where 

(38) 

The maximum conditions of the functional (37) lead to the variational 
inequalities 

(39) 

since matrix B is positive semi definite. The first variation in (39) is equivalent 
to the locking law directly. Namely, considering the expressions (3), (15), 
(12a) and (36), (38) the locking potential velocity reads: 

f = Me = lUH-la = -MH-l(CT S + MT).) = MH-lCT(Llil L12 ). - Lliltl) -

- MH-IMT~ = -(L22 - LI2LlilLI2)~ - LizLlilil = -Bi + h. (40) 

So the stationarity principle of the complementary energy in term of the sign

dependent locking stress rates relates to the locking potential velocities f di
rectly: 

(41) 

We know that the sign-dependent A >0 has sign-dependent variation (lA . .. 
which has to be positive, if A = 0, because A -i- (lA > O. Since the variational . . 
inequality (41) says that (lA and f have opposite sign unless they are zero, it 

relates only to the locking domain VI cV. Namely, if f:?: 0 on V - VI' then 
. " 

(lA can hardly be nonpositive because here A = O. The condition f = 0, if 

(lA can be arbitrary, separates the domains VI and V - VI' The condition (41) 
states that 

f < 0 and i > 0 on VI' (42) 

3* 
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Besides, the variational inequality (41) includes the complementary or ortho
gonality condition, too: 

'i.T·f.=o" (43) 

We now give the primal-dual formulations of the quadratic programming 
problem relating lo the extremum problem: 

'with the ",Cl'H'"U", linear complementary problem: 

T C r B:" i , :. 
.LJ .: "L-' ~\, _c- D -:- 1 

(44) 

(45) 

Note that these problems are equivalent to the foHo'wing ones, changing 
the signs and the type of the extremum simultaneously 

LC: {B~ - h - f = 0 i"i 0, f 

01 
J 

0, i:?: o} 
0, 'i. T f = O} 

which are fOl"mally equal to the mathematical programming problems (27) and 

(28) relating to the potential energy formulation of the inequality problem of 
the plastic behaviour. This fact is also a proof of the high duality existing bet
ween the plastic and locking behaviour of the materials or structures. 

Problem Q1 in (44) says that the velocity of the complementary energy 
is maximized by the actual locking stress rates a [' since: 

v 

+ J'i.TlVI€odV -'- f'i.TMnTYdS - S'i.TlVIH-ICT dV" Li?t1 = 

V ~ V 

-~ J~ aT(H-l - H-ICTT -lCH-l)a dV I S aT(e" - H-ICTL-1i.: )d"V 2 I "-'11 [T I 0 11 1 " 

V V 

+ faT nTvdS = :1:c(a[) = maxI (46) 

s~ 
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Problem Q2 in (44) represents a potential energy principle as follows: 

1 J iT 
.) (47) 

v 

1 J e:T(H _ f'T 
'J 

I ~- u min! 

If 

which says that the actual strain rates El due to the locking stresses, calculated 
on the basis of the elastic hehaviour of the structure, makf; the velocity of the 

potential energy minimaL 
Problem Le expre5ses that the actual non-negative locking stress rates 

are aI-ways orthogOilal to the non-positive locking potential velocities. 

·5~ ~Iathernatical programrr.zing formulation of plasnc",iocking 
connecTIom; on the hasis of strain appr'GxjimatiiOlJ!S 

On the basis of the duality existing betv,-een the plastic and locking phe
nomena, a hybrid variational principle has been worked out. This principle 
relates only to the sign-dependent state variables, namely to the multipliers 

A and ~ of the plastic strain rates Ep and the locking stress rates ai' respec
tively. For eliminating any variables from a functional of a variational prin
ciple, relations among the variables have to be introduced previollsly. 

Let us start from the generalized Hn-Washizu yariational principle relat
ing to the state change analysis of a single finite element with plastic-locking 
points: 

:7HlV(cr, i', i, €, U, A) = J (~ E:T HE: + iT l\olE:) dV -

v 

(48) 

v v 

- JUTpdS - f[(U - v)T. r]dS = stationary. 

s. 

For eliminating the non sign-dependent variables a, T, e, u from the 

functional, we express them in term of the sign-dependent ones i1 and i by 
using the compatibility and equilibrium equations ,dth all the boundary con
ditions and the constitutive transformation, as well. 
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First ,-,re introduce the approximation of (7) type: 

u = TTCe 

in which e consists of the values of the displacement function u, at the nodal 
points of the element. 

In this way from the compatihility equation of the element 

€ NT.A - DTli = 0 on V (49) 

we can ohtain the strain function € in term of the nodal point displacement 
values 

related to the local coordinate system. 
Suhstituting the form of the Hooke's law 

€ = H-1cr 

for (49), we have 

from which a can he expressed in the similar form to (50): 

cr = HDCe - HNT A. 
The equilihrium equation 

g = 0 on V 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

relates to the volume of the element hut "we have to reduce all the force type 
loadings to the nodal points hecause most of the loads are generally acting on 
the nodal points directly. 

The equilihrium houndary conditions 

p TT n T(a + ~IT).) 0 on Sp 

r - TTnT(a MT).) = 0 on S11 
(55) 

relates to the surface load functions and we have a load qo too, acting directly 
on the nodal points. So the loads in the equilihrium equation (54) and in the 
boundary conditions (55) have to he concentrated to the nodal points hy using 
the same reduction functions C of (48): 

q = Tqo J CTTpdS - .\ CTTg (56) 
Sp v 

related to the local coordinate system. Consequently the equilihrium condi
tions (54) and (55) have to he drawn together in a common expression relating 
to the local system: 

SDTCT(a + l\'Fi)dV - q = O. (57) 
v 
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Now we can use the expression (53) of cr by substituting it for (57) 

(58) 

. . 
Considering that e, A and A contain equally scalars and so they can be taken 
out from the integrals, we have: 

JDTCHDCdV. e - JDTCTHNTdV . A + JDTCTMTdV.). - q = O. 
v v If 

Here 

Finally we can express e in term of the sign-dependent A and A: 

e = K-l psTHNT dV . A 
if 

K-l JBTJ!fIT dV . ). + K-lq. 
F 

K = Kn JDTCTHDCdV = .\BTHBdV 
If If 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

is the classical stiffness matrix of the element related to the local system and 

B DC (62) 

is the so-called geometry matrix which contains the derivatives of the basic 
functions. If 'we have any kinematical type loadings, for example an initial 
strain Eo then the expression (60) of e is completed by the term of 

K-l JBTH€odV = K-1t. (63) 
If 

After determining e = e(1\., i), we can express u u(A, ~), E = E(A,~) and 

a = aeA, ).), by applying expression (60) in (48), (50) and (53), respectively. 
Finally, hy substituting u, E and a for the original expression of the Ru
Washizu functional!( 48), we obtain a ne'w functional ir pi and a new variational 
principle, the so called activization energy principle related to the active state 
of the points, the plastic and locking hehaviour of the finite element: 

7cpl = 7cp ICA, ).) = 

=~ [AT iT] J[~' L~fB] [~.~ .. :~~!;;:~~~jt~l J [~~BTMT Jdvl t] 
v 

- [AT iT] J [N HR] [~~:~!;~B.~.~ .. ; .. ~B.:~~~ Jdvl~] 
v 

+ constants = stationary, 
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or in a more useful form 

~[;'T ';TJ[An ltrll.·l\.l_ ["T ':'TJ[a1] . (6~) ~.. A I H i\ • = statIonary v 

2 A21 A22 _ .AJ 8 2 

subject to A > 0 and A > o. 
This functional is expressed only in term of the sign-dependent plastic 

strain rates and locking stress rates. But this extremum problem has a lot of 
other subsidiary conditions, namely all of the canonical equations of the elasti
city, the equilibrium and the compatibility equations with all the boundary 
conditions and the elastic material law, as well. W-hat can then this principle 
express? Of course, it describes the plastic and locking behaviour, namely, the 
plastic flow law and the locking la1',- are characterized by it, just like the pre-

viously detailed principles :rp(.A) = lllin! and :rc(i) = lllax t, but separately. 

Consequently, the functional :rp/A, i) has a saddle point by the actua~ solu

tion because of the contrasted characteristic of its variables, having A as a 

strain and A as a stress type variable. 

T.he first variations of the functional 7Cpl("'\.' i) according to the variables 

A and A, respectively, )ield the variational inequalities 

(66) 

(67) 

representing the saddle point as a minimum point over the plastic strains and 
as a maximum point over the locking stresses. 

Knowing that by (59) and (60) we obtain F as 

F=Na=N(HBe HNTA)= 

= NHB (K-l yJ BT HNT dT7 . A K-l) BT~IT dV . ). + K-lql- (68) 
~ ) 

- NHNT A = -(AnA 

and from (50) and (60) i results: 

f = M€ = M(Re - NT A) = 

= NIB (K-l JBTHNT dV . A. - K-l JRTlItF dV . ). + K-lq) (69) 
y v 

- MNT A = ~). + ~ A. - a.z , 

since MNT = 0 because Vp U VI = fJ. 
So the variational inequalities (66) and (67) can be ,Hitten in the form, 

in harmony with the expressions (24) and (41) 

0, 
(70) 
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relating to the plastic and locking domains Vp and VI- The variational in
equality (60) is equivalent to the unified inequality and complementary con
ditions of (25), (26) and (42), (43): 

or to the simplified form of 

0, y 

o and [AT).TJ-IFJ=O, 

l f 

Then the expressions of the potential velocities (68) and (69) read 

Y=[~J=! 
f " - l 

-,1,ooJ [AJ - [-8.1 = 
~::: ~ a~ 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

and in this ,,,ay, the mathematical programming problem relating to the saddle 
point problem (65) can be reduced to the linear complementary prohlem 

LC: a-y Oi~O,y<O,iTjo=O}_ (74) 

This LC problem expresses that the actual non-negative plastic strain rates, 
simultaneously ·with the locking stress increments, are always orthogonal to 
the non-positive plastic and locking potential velocities, respectively_ 

Of course, we can create the relating quadratic programming problems, 
as well: 

Ql - : { 1 -T A ~~ _ mln - -x _,",-o~ 

'1 .:.. 

- - 1 - ------ ,,1 ax1x./''lJI
J 

Q')- max {~..:.T -. ...- ~"'" Ai - a " .:." "'} IJI, : • ./' v _ 
2 

(75) 

(76) 

Taking the expressions of the potential velocities (68) and (69) into con

sideration, the form of the energy ir(A, )..) can be written in a form of 

:7pl(A, ).) = - ATF +). T f (77) 

expressing that this functional contains the indicator functionals of the con
vex sets 

(78) 

relating to the locking phenomena and similarly 

KC={aIF(a)<O} (79) 

referring to the plastification [7], since thein dicator functionals, by definition, 
arc 

jK(e) = {ATf" ATMe = 0 if € E K 
00, If € 1 K 

JC (is) = {A. T F = A. T N er = 0 if a E KC 
K 00, if a 1 KC 

(80) 
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Thus, we can state that the so called activization energy velocity np1 of the 
finite element consists of the indicator functionals. Since the indicator functio
nals are really the Lagrange functions, extending the Lagrange multiplier 
method to the case of inequality problems, evidently, the functional of the 
activization energy is a generalized Lagrange function. 

If the expression (77) has no subsidiary conditions relating to the vari

ables A, i, F and f, then it can be taken into account as a functional of foul' 
variables: 

(81) 

Thus, among the first variations of (81), bes~de the. variations by it and i given 

in (70), also the variations "with respect to F and f have to be done, too: 

° (82) 

which are equivalent to the conditions (71), of course. 
We can obtain the functional (81) by the Lagrange multiplier method, 

too. Let us start from the functional npz(A, A) of t"WO variables, given in the 
expression (65). The subsidiary conditions relating to the variables are the 
inequalities of 

o and ). O. 
. . 

Introducing F < 0 and f < 0 as Lagrange multipliers of inequality type, we 
ohtain the Lagrange functions 

(83) 

Adding the Lagrange functions (83) to the functional (65) we obtain a function
al of four independent variahles: 

:Tpl(A,)., F, f) = ~ [AT ).T] [All An] [~] - [AT ).T] [~1]_ 
2 A:n~ A ~ 

.. [-F] - [AT AT] i. = stationary. 

. . 
The first variations , .. -ith respect to A and A are 

OAT(AllA + A12). - 3.1 + F) = 0, 

c)).T(A21A + ~). - 3.2 - f) = 0, 
. . 

from which we have for F and f that 

F = -(AnA + A1Z ). - 3.1) 

U f = A21A + Azz)" - 3.2 ' 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 
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The variational principle of the activization energy npl has been applied 
to frame structures. Numerical examples relating to the simultaneous elastic
plastic-locking behaviour of structures have been worked out and published 
in [3, 6, 17, 19, 20]. 
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